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Visions of sound is a series of data sculptures that seeks to 
create awareness about the on-going black lives matter 
movement and some underlying social issues by exploring 
different visual perspectives, particularly within the African context.



BLACK LIVES MATTER

color content form

social & political agenda 
/ African Diaspora

Race Art forms

African / African-American 

Black - a social construction, it is one of the most 
highly charged and proudly asserted realities in 

American life. 

contributing to the ongoing conversation of race, culture, 
and representation in contemporary art through 

sculpture.

Sculpture / New technology

elements of artelements of art





The Process 

Conducting several video or audio interviews with Africans living in the US, giving me a variety of individuals 
to work with.  

My current iteration, is composed of a simple circular shape that allows room for aesthetic choices, but also 
represents the data clearly. Consequently, the size and width of sound waves generated are re-adjusted, 
edited and inverted to fit on a circular base which creates a ring of slices.The ongoing patterns represents the 
frequency of the individual to the time sequence.  

The final model of the shapes will be produced with one of the raw materials prominent in almost all African 
countries - Wood, and will consist of 4 pieces for display.  



Inverted frequency

Spikes in Frequency Monotone Mixed high/lows



Materials 

Wood  

-MDF for pedestals  

-Birch & Canadian ply wood 

Display lighting source 

Plexi glass 
Spray paints  
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Problems :

Materials  
 Set-up: 
- Screen vs tablet 
- Individual pedestals vs table arrangement 



Display lighting options :

16 LED square base lighting 

20 watt spotlight halogen bulb  



Media options:

$54
Kocaso 16GB 7" Windows 8.1 Tablet



3x3 SQft

20 in 60 in

8 in

8 in

Abstract/ 
Artist 

Statement

Exhibition & Symposium

TV screen 45”



Rest of the semester schedule  

Week 6 Week 7 Week 8 Week 9 Week 10 Week 11 Week 12 Week 13 Week 14 Week 15 Week 16

Buying final materials 

April 11th -15th  

April 15th -22nd  

Wood  work and laser cutting 

April 22nd - 26th  

Audio / visual editing 

April 26th - May 5th   

Polishing & preparing for final set-up 

May 5th- May 13th   

Test run- with outsiders & reach out to local galleries or any up-coming shows



Moving forward:
Re-thinking-  

Materials / Final output 
Introducing my concept / presentation  



Thank You 


